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Overview of research on regional collaboration
• This presentation draws on:
– Australian Centre of Excellence for Local Government et al (ACELG 2011) Consolidation in Local
Government: A Fresh Look*
– NSW Division of Local Government (2011): Collaborative Arrangements between Councils Survey
Report
– ACELG and Northern Sydney ROC (NSROC 2012): Comparative Analysis of ROCs in NSW and
Western Australia*
– ACELG (Somerville and Gibbs 2012): Legal and Governance Models for Shared Services in Local
Government
– Gooding Davies Consultancy (GDC 2012 - for the ILGRP): Options to Enhance Regional
Collaboration Amongst Councils in NSW: the Role of ROCs*
– Independent Local Government Review Panel (ILGRP 2013): Revitalising Local Government (and
previous papers)
– ACELG and Regional Capitals Australia (ACELG/RCA - 2015): Local Government Growing regional
Australia*
– Other reports and documents

• Also presentations by Graham Sansom and Alex Gooding to the
Regional Collaboration and Shared Services Roundtable (March 2015)
* The presenter Alex Gooding was involved in the preparation of these publications
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ILGRP objectives and process
• ILGRP Goal:
A more sustainable system of democratic local government that has
added capacity to address the needs of local and regional
communities, and to be a valued partner of State and Federal
Governments.

• Reviewing the evidence relating to collaboration:
– What works and why – or why not?
– Do regional collaboration and shared services offer a viable
alternative to amalgamations?
– What are the pre-conditions for success?
– What are the concerns and risks that have to be addressed?
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Assessing approaches to regional collaboration
• Not only what models attempt to do but how effective they
are and how well they operate
• Critical Dimensions (Somerville and Gibbs 2012)
–
–
–
–
–

Organisational culture
Leadership
Flexibility
Existing relationships
Strong change management process
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A history of approaches to collaboration 1
• County Councils
– Oldest form of collaboration
– Predominantly single-issue
– Now only 14 County Councils

• ROCs
– Most formed since the 1970s
– Multi-purpose bodies
– The main basis of Local Government resource sharing/collaboration
ROCs continue to be a primary model through which councils elect to
identify, plan, manage and conduct their resource
sharing/collaborative programs. All but a handful of [NSW] councils
are members of a ROC. (NSW DLG 2011)
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A history of approaches to collaboration 2
• Alliances and other bodies established by councils
– Alliances promoted in mid 2000s (e.g., Wellington-BlayneyCabonne)
– Main focus on resource sharing and joint purchase activities
– Also various regional/cooperative library initiatives

• Committees/Boards established by Federal/State agencies
– Strategic planning committees
– State/Federal Regional development bodies
– Tourism boards and associations
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Issues with current models of collaboration 1
• General issues
– Regions are very diverse in composition and size
– Multiple models can co-exist in one region, often with inconsistent
boundaries
– Conversely, some regions few collaboration initiatives

• ROCs
– Legal limitations: contracting, joint tendering and employment issues
– Varying priorities, resourcing and commitment
ROCs have played a valuable role in regional advocacy and shared service delivery,
but they are rarely strong in both. Moreover, not all councils are members of ROCs,
their performance is patchy and they tend to wax and wane…. (ILGRP 2013)

– Self-limiting fears of overstepping role
… the key factor was a fear that by greatly expanding their role ROCs could become or
be perceived as either a ‘fourth tier’ of government or even a replacement for their
member councils. (GDC 2012)
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Issues with current models of collaboration 2
• County Councils
– Limited focus on specific issues
– Lack of formal governance and decision-making links to councils
– Could be seen as a "fourth tier"

• Alliances
– Also tend to be specific-purpose
– Only six non-ROC multi-purpose strategic alliances identified in 2011

• In summary, inconsistent and disorganised approaches to
regional collaboration
...The Panel has therefore concluded that a more robust, statutory
framework is required at the regional level. (ILGRP 2013)
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Examples of local government
collaboration in other jurisdictions
• New Zealand: Council Controlled Organisations
– Voluntary but formal company structure with separate board; annual operating
agreements with shareholder councils

• Victoria: Regional Management Forums
– Eight regions; State agency heads plus council CEOs, other stakeholders; wide
brief to promote collaboration; no Act or dedicated legislation

• Queensland: South East Queensland Council of Mayors
– Mayors represent councils – undertakes regional advocacy but limited role in
shared services provision

• Queensland: Regional Roads and Transport Groups
– State department-LGAQ agreement; network planning; allocate State funding
for regional roads

• South Australia: Regional Subsidiaries
– Provide specified activity or service – can involve non-councillors but subject to
the direction of member councils
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Why should councils collaborate regionally?
Collaboration:
– Offers practical and economic benefits
– Supports the development of strategic capacity
– Helps councils meet their responsibilities as a sphere of
government
– Assists councils in developing integrated responses to
regional issues
– Can provide an alternative when amalgamation is
impractical or inappropriate
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Practical benefits of collaboration 1
• Economies of scale
–
–
–
–

Combining requirements for resources, products and services
Improved and more cost-effective service delivery
Capacity to apply jointly for and use grant funding more effectively
Increased funding support for major services/infrastructure or
special regional projects

• Economies of scope
– Ability to specialise and to take on more complex projects
– Responding to the continuing shortages and cost of skilled and
experienced personnel
– Achieving critical mass to provide both better and a wider range of
services
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Practical benefits of collaboration 2
• Improved service quality
– Through shared expertise, improved access and specialisation
– Capacity to trial new approaches and benchmark performance

• Increased strategic capacity:
– A higher level of capability to plan and act more strategically and
effectively
– Ability to employ more specialised staff
– Sharing staff skills and expertise
– Help rural-remote councils, especially those with smaller/ageing
populations respond to challenges
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Collaboration and governance 1
• Improving the ability of Local Government to operate as a
sphere of government
– Councils exist in systems of government (Graham Sansom)
– Complexity and changing functions are inevitable and organisation
frameworks need to adapt
– Local government is government - not just service delivery
– Inter-government relations are fundamental

• Recognising and providing support for Local Government's
wide range of responsibilities
– Local Government plays a crucial role in advocacy, planning,
community and economic development and environmental
management
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Collaboration and governance 2
• Helping Local Government to participate in an increasingly complex
governance framework
– NSW economy holding up but the national economy is weakening
– Federal deficit and funding cuts putting pressure on States to reduce spending
– FAGs already frozen and Federal and State grants to councils likely to decline
further in real terms

• Providing Local Government with a greater capacity to negotiate with
State and Federal Governments
– "Governance fragmentation" makes it difficult to negotiate and establish
partnerships

• Responding to the increasing demands and pressures on Local
Government from other spheres of government
– Fit for the Future Process
– Strategic planning processes
– Cost shifting pressures
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Collaboration and regional responsibilities
• Recognising that many issues are regional in nature and must
be responded to regionally
– Issues don't conform to council boundaries
– Need for stronger regional advocacy, strategic planning and
implementation

• Also recognising that regions offer a framework and a context to
develop collaborative relationships
– Between councils, with other levels of government and with other
stakeholders

• Building on the dynamic relationship between "regional capitals"
and their regions
– Regional capitals offer resources and services to wider regions
– Often there is a high level of economic and social integration between
regional capital and the wider region
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Development of a joint organisation model 1
• Part of a package to enhance strategic capacity
– Offer an alternative to amalgamations (provided obstacles to robust
shared services can be overcome)
– Offer support to small rural-remote councils

• Flexible model tailored to different needs
– Decisive move away from ‘one-size-fits-all

• Build and improve on established practice
– NSW ROCs, County Councils, alliances
– Related models inter-state and overseas

• A vehicle for effective collaboration with State agencies
– Local government would have ‘critical mass’ and clout
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Development of a joint organisation model 2
• Developing a flexible regional structure
• Building on current arrangements, especially ROCs
• Alignment with State and federal agencies for
strategic planning, program coordination
• Involving regional centres with capacity to ‘anchor’
the JOs and to assist smaller member councils
where required
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Three key aspects of the joint organisation model
• Mandatory active membership by councils in region
• A flexible structure that is recognised and enabled
in legislation
• Defined core functions:
– Regional Strategic Planning
– Inter-Governmental Collaboration
– Regional Leadership and Advocacy
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